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Abstract. As a result of a comprehensive study of the geological structure and diamond presense of the northern part 

of the East European Platform, generalization of the data accumulated by various organizations in the USSR, the 

Russian Federation, and other states, three main prospecting models of primary diamond deposits have been identi-

fied and characterized: Karelian, Finnish, and Arkhangelsk. Geological, structural, mineralogical, and petrographic 

criteria of local prediction, as well as the features of the response of kimberlite and lamproite bodies in dispersion ha-

loes and geophysical fields, are considered using known examples, including data on the developed M.V.Lomonosov 

and V.P.Grib mines. It is shown that the most complicated prospecting environments occur in the covered areas of the 

Russian Plate, where, in some cases, the primary diamond-bearing rocks are similar in their petrophysical properties 

to the host formations. The buried dispersion haloes of kimberlite minerals in the continental Carboniferous and Qua-

ternary deposits are traced at a short distance from the sources. Differences in the prospecting features of magnesian 

(Lomonosov mine) and ferromagnesian (Grib mine) kimberlites are also shown. Conclusions about the diamond po-

tential of the model objects of various types are given in this paper. 
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Introduction. The East European Platform (EEP) is a large diamond-bearing province, 

where two deposits (named after M.V.Lomonosov and V.P.Grib) are currently being developed. 

In recent years, about 20 % of Russian and 6-7 % of world diamonds have been mined from 

these deposits. They are located within the Karelian-Kola subprovince in the north of the EEP. 

The Karelian-Kola diamond subprovince has an area of over 1.5 million square kilometers and 

covers Arkhangelsk, Vologda, Murmansk, Leningrad, Pskov, and Novgorod regions, Karelia, 

and Finland. About 100 pipes, as well as more than 100 dikes, sills, and stockworks of kimber-

lites and lamproites, differing in diamond grades, have been found within this subprovince.  

Despite a considerable amount of prospecting work, no deposits were discovered after the dis-

covery of the Grib pipe (in 1996). The current problem of the Russian diamond mining industry 

is to replenish the exhausting diamond reserves by new discoveries. This article is focused on 

prospecting models of primary diamond deposits, which are predicted within the territories of 

the northern part of the EEP characterized by different exploration evironments. 

Geological structure of the territory and diamond presense. The East European platform 

with an Epikarelian crystalline basement consists of tectonic elements of different types, scales, and 

ages. In terms of minerageny, EEP is a diamond province, and its largest Archean megablocks 

(Karelian-Kola, Volga-Ural, and Voronezh-Ukrainian) are subprovinces. Among them, is the  

Karelian-Kola subprovince, where the vast majority of the known diamondiferous and potentially 

diamondiferous kimberlites and lamproites occur, including the Lomonosov and Grib mines, has 

the highest potential.  
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In the northern part of the EEP, two superorder geological structures are distinguished – the 

Baltic (Fennoscandian) shield and the Russian Plate. The first is a deeply metamorphosed folded 

platform basement, characterized by a complex block structure. In the southern and eastern direc-

tions, the basement rocks a slightly submerged under the sedimentary cover of the Russian Plate 

and its constituent Mocovskaya and Mezenskaya syneclises. There are three structural stages in the 

geolo-gical structure of the northern part of the EEP. The lower one is the Archean-Lower Protero-

zoic folded crystalline basement of the Platform. The middle one is composed of non-folded Riphean 

and Lower Vendian formations preserved in separate troughs and grabens. The upper stage is repre-

sented by shallow dipping Upper Vendian and Paleozoic sediments, which form a continuous cover 

of the Russian Plate. 

Within the Karelian-Kola megablock (megacraton), where all the currently known manifesta-

tions of kimberlite and lamproite magmatism in the north of the EEP and areas promising for pro-

specting for diamond deposits are concentrated, three major geostructural units (blocks of the first 

order) are distinguished: Murmansk, Kola (Kola-Kuloi), and Karelian, each of them is characterized 

by its features of the geological structure and development in the Precambrian and Phanerozoic 

time. By deep faults they are divided into blocks of the Earth's crust (terrains) of higher orders 

(Fig.1), which differ from each other by the history of geological development, geophysical fea-

tures, deep structure, the intensity of tectonic and thermal reworking, and, accordingly, by the pro-

spects of discovery of diamond deposits. 

In the history of the development of the Earth's crust of the Karelian-Kola subprovince, several 

major stages (tectonic megacycles) can be distinguished: Archean, Early Proterozoic (Karelian), 

Late Proterozoic, and Phanerozoic. During the tectonic regime of any of these megacycles, periods 

of tectonic and magmatic activity (TMA), associated with the intrusion of diamond-bearing mag-

matic rocks, are locally manifested. At present, five epochs of diamond-bearing magmatism have 

been reliably established in the north of the EEP: Early Proterozoic, Middle Riphean, Late Riphean, 

Late Riphean-Early Vendian, and Middle Paleozoic.  

The Archean megacycle (>3500-2500 Ma) corresponding to the acron is considered a pre-

Platform stage in the formation of mature continental crust. The Archean acron is characterized by 

single occurrences of diamond-bearing magmatism in the world [1-3]. Deposits of industrial im-

portance have not been established among them. In theory, similar bodies could also be found within 

the Baltic Shield. Given the relatively good study and exposure of the Baltic Shield, we should recog-

nize that prospecting for industrial diamond-bearing objects of the Archean age as unpromising. 

The Early Proterozoic (Karelian) megacycle (2500-1650 Ma) corresponds to the relevant eon 

and is characterized by the proto-Platform evolution of the area. The Karelian epoch is separated 

from the previous one by a gap of about 100 Ma. Since the early Proterozoic, the territory has deve-

loped as a cratonized area, while some independence in the development of its various parts has 

been preserved. The Kalevian stage is associated with the oldest epoch of kimberlite magmatism in 

the region, represented by the Kimozero diamond-bearing body, located within the Karelian craton 

and confined to the Onegozersky intracratonic trough. Currently, there are three datings of the 

Kimozero kimberlites, with considerable variation: 1986 Ma [4], 1920 Ma [5], and 1764 Ma [6]. 

The latest dating most likely reflects the age of the metamorphism. The most reliable dates are 

1986 Ma and 1920 Ma. To date, no Early Proterozoic (Paleoproterozoic) commercial diamond-

bearing magmatic bodies have been established in the world. At the same time, Paleoproterozoic 

metaconglomerates of the Vila Nova Group are being developed in Brazil, and in Ghana, coeval 

metasediments of the Birim Supergroup [8]. In the north of the EEP, Early Proterozoic diamond 

primary sources with economic grades can be discovered. 
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Fig.1. Structural and tectonic factors of diamondiferous magmatism distribution in the northern part of the  

East European Platform [7] 

1-9 – favorable structural and tectonic factors  of diamondiferous magmatism distribution (established and assumed).  

Determined: 1 – areas of early Archean (Saami) stabilization: Voinitsky (1), Isalmi (2), Tulossky (3), Vodlozersky (4);  
2 – the main Early Proterozoic proto-rift structures: Kuolayarvinsky (1), Imandra-Varzugsky (2), Shombozero-Lekhtinsky (3), Outokumpu-Ladoga (4), 

Onegozersky (5), Vetrenoy belt (6); 3 – zones of edge dislocations of Riphean aulacogens; 4-6 – main zones of tectonic and magmatic activity,  

including ore-bearing and ore-controlling faults: 4 – Middle Paleozoic  
(Khibino-Botnia rift-1, Kovdorsko-Zimneberezhnaya-2, Ilmensko-Mezenskaya-3); 5 – Riphean (Sally-Tuttiyarvinskaya-1, 

Ladoga-Kuusamskaya-2) and Riphean-Vendian (Kuopiya-Sortavalskaya-3); 6 – Late Karelian (Kuzemsko-Kovdorskaya-1, 

Zaonezhskaya-2); 7 – large deep kimberlite-controlling faults; 8, 9 – ring structures (RS): 8 – with a diameter of up to 400 m (Kola-1, Kalevalskaya-2, 
Onegozerskaya–3), 9 – 100-200 km in diameter (Kandalaksha-4, Engozerskaya-5, Nyukozerskaya-6, Ladozhskaya-7, Zaonezhskaya-8, Zimneberezh-

naya-9). Assumed: 10 – Late Archean greenstone belts; 11, 12 – unfavorable factors:  

11 – massifs of rapakivi granites (areas of the Archean crust reworked in the Early Proterozoic): Ulyalegsko-Salminsky (1),  
Belozersky (2), 12 – aulacogenes, depressions filled with Riphean and Riphean-Lower Vendian deposits: Kildinsko-Svyatonosskaya  

step (1), Predtimansky (Mezen-Vychegodsky) marginal (pericratonic) trough (2), Safonovo-Ponoysky (3), Leshukonsky (4),  
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End of Fig.1 

Belomorsky (5), Keretsko-Pinezhsky (6), Onega-Dvinsky (7), and Onegozersky (8) aulacogenes, Pashsko-Ladoga (Ladoga)  

trough (9), Central Russian aulacogene (10); 13-19 – main structures of the basement in the northern part of the EEP: 13 – Murmansk geoblock  
(archon), I; 14 – Kola-Kuloi geoblock (archon), II; 15 – Karelian geoblock (archon), III; 16 – Savo-Ladoga-Rybinsk mobile belt, IV;  

17 – Svecofennian geoblock, V; 18 – Central Russian folded belt, VI; 19 – Volga-Ural megablock (Sysolsky dome), VII;  

20, 21 – platforms bordering the EEP: 20 –Western Arctic, 21 – Timan-Pechora; 22 – the boundary of the East European  
Platform; 23 – faults: a – established, b – assumed; 24 – the boundary of the sedimentary formations of the Russian plate: a – on the surface,  

b – under the waters; 25-30 – occurrences of kimberlites and related rocks: 25 – diamond mines (G – named after V.P.Grib, 

L – named after M.V.Lomonosov); 26 – kimberlite fields (with confirmed diamond content): 1 – Ermakovskoye (PZ2), 2 – Kuusamo North (RF3),  
3 – Kuusamo South (RF3), 4, 5 – Chernoozerskoye, Zolotitskoye (PZ2), 6 – Chidvinsk-Izhmozerskoye (PZ2), 7 – Kaavi-Kuopio (RF3-V1),  

8 – Kimozerskoye (KR2
1); 27 – kimberlite fields (with unidentified or poor diamond content): 1-4 – Melskoye, Megorskoye, 

Verkhotinskoye, Kepinskoye (PZ2), 5 – Suksomskoye (PZ2); 28 – lamproite-kimberlite fields (with confirmed diamond content):  
1 – Kostomuksha (RF2), 2 – Kuhmo-Lentira (RF2); 29 – Poryegubskoe lamproite field (KR2

3) (with unknown diamond content);  

30 – fields of rocks related to kimberlites (with unidentified diamond content): 1 – Umba olivine melilitites  

and ultrabasic foidites (PZ2), 2 – North Kandalaksha alkaline picrites, melaanalcimites, picrodolerites (PZ2),  
3 – Belie Shcheli – a field of picrites, ultrabasic foidites, and lamprophyres (PZ2), 4 – Gridino – picrite field (PZ2),  

5 – Nenokskoe melilitites (PZ2); 31 – diamond  regions: I – Terskyi Bereg, II – North Karelian, III – Zimnyi Bereg,  

IV – Arkhangelsk, V – West Karelian, VI – Central Finland, VII – North Onega; 32 – geological boundaries:  

a – reliable, b – assumed; 33 – the state border of the Russian Federation. 

The main basement blocks of the north of the EEP: I-1 – North-Kola, I-2 – Mezensky, I-3 – Nessko-Tylugsky horst, I-4 – Mezensky horst;  

II-1 – Central Kola, II-2 – Pechenga, II-3 – Upper Tuloma (Inari), II-4 – Laplandsky, II-5 – Keivsky, II-6 – Kolvitsky,  
II-7 – Imandra-Varzugsky, II-8 – Kola White Sea, II-9 – Zimneberezhny, II-10 – Poltinsko-Yelkibsko-Vashkinskaya uplift zone;  

III-1 – Kuolajarvinsky, III-2 – Fenno-Karelian, III-3 – Central Karelian, III-4 – Karelian White Sea, III-5 – Dvinsky,  

III-6 – Outokumpu-Ladoga, III-7 – Vetrenogo Poyasa, III-8 – South Karelian, III-9 – Onegozersky, III-10 – Onego-Kodimskoe uplift,  
III-11 – Arkhangelsky horst 

 

The Late Proterozoic megacycle (1650 – about 600 Ma) covers the time interval from the Early 

Riphean to the Early Vendian (inclusive). This is the aulacogen phase of the platform stage of the 

geological evolution of the north of the Platform. The Riphean and Karelian epochs are separated 

by a period of tectonic and endogenous quiescence lasting about 100 million years. Within the limits 

of the Late Proterozoic megacycle in the north of the EEP, three epochs of diamondiferous magma-

tism have been reliably established: Middle Riphean, Late Riphean, and Late Riphean-Early Vendian. 

The Middle Riphean (Mesoproterozoic) epoch is characterized by rather high productivity in vari-

ous provinces of the world. Its characteristic feature is the presence of deposits of both kimberlite 

and lamproite types. An example of deposits of the first type is: Lerala (Botswana) – 1333 Ma, 

Premier (South Africa) – 1180 Ma, and Salvador (Brazil) – 1150 Ma; the second one are: Argyle 

(Australia) – 1175 Ma and Majhgawan (India) – 1075 Ma [1]. 

More than 110 dikes of Middle Riphean (1200-1230 Ma) [9, 10] low diamondiferous kimber-

lites and lamproites have been found in the border area of the Russian Federation and Finland on an 

area of more than 10000 km2. Lamproite dykes, presumably of the Middle Riphean age, have been 

identified within the pericratonic trough of the Vetreny Belt (Lake Levushka region). The above 

data allow us to predict the discovery of commercial diamond-bearing objects in the territory of 

northern EEP, associated with the Middle Archean epoch of diamondiferous magmatism. 

The Late Riphean and Late Riphean-Early Vendian (Neoproterozoic) epochs manifested quite 

widely worldwide. Kimberlite bodies of this period are known in Australia, Africa (Liberia), North 

America (USA, Canada), South America (Brazil, Venezuela), Greenland, and India. However, their 

productivity is significantly inferior to the previous Mesoproterozoic era. In the north of the EEP, in 

the Late Riphean, diamond-bearing kimberlite bodies of the Kuusamo South field (near the city of 

Kuusamo, Finland) were formed, the age of which is 758 Ma [11]. It is assumed that the formation 

of pipes and dikes of olivine lamproites of the Kuusamo North field (Finland) is associated with the 

same stage. The fields are about 40 km apart. Some bodies contain micro and macro diamonds. The 

intrusion of kimberlites of the Kaavi-Kuopio field, located in Southeastern Finland in the marginal 

part of the Karelian craton, is associated with the Late Riphean-Early Vendian epoch. Their age is 

589-626 Ma [12]. About 30 bodies (pipes and dikes) were found within the field, most of which are 

diamond-bearing, but with diamond content not reaching the commercial level. Within the Russian 

part of the Baltic Shield, kimberlites and lamproites of the Late Riphean and Late Riphean-Early 

Vendian ages have not yet been identified, but the prospects of discovery of economic diamond-

bearing objects of these epochs remain. 
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The Phanerozoic megacycle (<570-555 Ma) is a plate phase of the platform stage of the evolu-

tion of the northern part of the EEP. The Hercynian stage, covering the period from the Middle De-

vonian to the Late Permian, is of great importance in the history of the development of the region 

and diamond content. Tectonic processes of various types were manifested at this time in major part 

of the territory of the Karelian-Kola subprovince. The Middle Paleozoic (Late Devonian-Early Car-

boniferous) epoch has the highest diamond potential for both the East European and Siberian plat-

forms. All known primary deposits in Russia are associated with it. During this period, within the 

Zimnyi Bereg and Arkhangelsk diamond regions, large-scale magmatic activity continues along 

with the formation of volcanic pipes of alkaline ultrabasic (kimberlites, melilitites) and basic 

(tholeiitic basalts) compositions; there are intrusions of melilitite volcanic pipes within the Onega 

Peninsula. At the same time, the formation of the Kandalaksha hypabyssal complex was completed. 

It is represented by kimberlite volcanic pipes and dikes of alkaline picrites, picrodolerites, picrites, 

lamprophyres, and carbonatites. 

A characteristic feature of the Hercynian tectonic genesis in the region is the widespread deve-

lopment of TMA zones represented by systems of close deep-seated faults that control occurrences 

of mantle magmatism (including alkaline-ultrabasic). Concerning regional basement structures, they 

often occupy a secular position, creating an autonomous structural plan. During this period, in addi-

tion to the Khibino-Botnichesky rift, the Kovdor-Zimneberezhnaya TMA zone was formed (Fig.1), 

which represents the shoulders of the Riphean White Sea aulacogen activated in the Middle Paleozo-

ic, including its northern Keretsky-Pinezhskaya branch. It traces in a southeasterly direction for a 

distance of about 800 km from the area of Kovdor to the southeast to the Belomorsko-Kuloisky 

Plateau. Its width ranges from 80-90 to 200-250 km. Dikes of alkaline mafic and ultrabasic rocks of 

the Kandalaksha Bay, volcanic pipes of the Tersky Coast, including diamond-bearing kimberlites of 

the Ermakovskoe field, numerous bodies of kimberlites and related rocks of the Zimnyi Bereg region, 

including the mines named after. M.V.Lomonosov and V.P.Grib, are confined to this TMA zone.  

Research methodology. The primary diamond deposits currently being mined in the world are 

represented by kimberlites or lamproites. The vast majority of them belong to kimberlites. It should 

be noted that in recent decades, along with these primary sources, other rocks containing diamonds 

have also become known. These include komatiites from Guyana [13] and Ghana [14-16], as well 

as lamprophyres from Canada [17, 18]. The last two types of rocks are not considered in the article, 

although it can be assumed that their diamond-bearing varieties can be discovered within the Kare-

lian-Kola subprovince. 

Diamond deposits in kimberlites and lamproites in areas with different types of prospecting 

environments differ in a set of features, which are the result of differences in the structure of the 

lithospheric mantle, which determines the features of the composition of the primary source, and the 

history of their geological and geomorphological evolution. The main criteria that distinguish dia-

mondiferous bodies can be combined into several groups: geological; structural; mineralogical and 

petrographic; response of diamond primary sources in dispersion haloes of kimberlite minerals in 

overlying sedimentary rocks; geophysical.  

Among the geological criteria, the morphology of the bodies and their sizes, the time of for-

mation, the depth of the erosion, the thickness of the overlying sediments and their age, and the pre-

dictive and prospecting type of the pipe response in terrigenous diamond-bearing rocks [19], and 

the type of prospecting environment are taken into account. Until very recent years, diamond mines 

were associated only with pipe-shaped bodies. However, the complex of kimberlite dikes was dis-

covered by N.P.Pokhilenko in the late 1990s near Snap Lake (Slave Craton, Canada), puts the dike 

type of deposits in the category of highly significant in terms of the economy [20]. Diamond-

bearing dikes, veins, and stockworks are also known in South Africa, Sierra Leone, and Guinea. 

The type of prospecting environment is determined by the structural position of the territory 

within the shield, plate, or their junction zone and a set of other geological features [21], which  
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require the use of an appropriate set of prospecting methods. Three main types of environments are 

distinguished in the northern part of the EEP: Karelian, Onega, and Arkhangelsky. 

Structural control of deposits involves the analysis of signs of local control, which include: ore-

bearing faults coinciding with the long axes of pipes, zones of folds and faults of the kimberlite host 

basement (KHB), subsidence troughs of the near-pipe space, and complications of the structure of 

the bottom of the formations in the upper part of the KHB.  

Types of rocks, associations of kimberlites indicator minerals, and parameters of diamond con-

tent should be distinguished among the mineralogical and petrographic criteria of diamond deposits 

in kimberlites and lamproites. Kimberlites and lamproites [22] are hypabyssal rocks that have no 

analogs among plutonic and volcanic rocks; they are combined within the hypabyssal class into one 

group divided into three families: lamprophyres, lamproites, and kimberlites (with a subfamily of 

related alkali feldspar-free picrites). 

Among the kimberlites of the Siberian and East European provinces, three types of rocks are 

distinguished by composition: magnesian, ferromagnesian, and alkaline titan-magnesian (based on 

materials by A.D.Kharkiv et al.). Differences between the first two types of rocks in terms of petro-

chemical features are not significant. They differ more contrastingly in the content and composition 

of deep minerals: pyrope, picroilmenite, chrome spinel, and diamond. The magnesian group of 

kimberlites differs from the ferromagnesian one by slightly higher MgO and lower total iron con-

tent. Diamond deposits in Russia are found only in the first two types of rocks. On the territory of 

the Zimnyi Bereg region of the EEP, all pipes of the Lomonosov deposit belong to the magnesian 

type and only the Grib pipe belongs to the ferromagnesian one. Kimberlites are also subdivided into 

Groups I and II according to the composition of typical minerals [23]. Group II kimberlites (oran-

gites) have mineralogical similarities with lamproites, although there are also differences that allow 

us to distinguish these rocks. Some rocks are similar in petrochemical, mineralogical, and geochemi-

cal characteristics to kimberlites of the II group and olivine lamproites. They are conditionally clas-

sified as rocks of intermediate composition K2L [24]. In general, lamproites are characterized by 

the same indicator minerals as kimberlites, but chromium spinel and chromium diopside are es-

sentially predominant, while pyrope and picroilmenite are present in extremely small amounts. 

Manganese ilmenite is often noted as a characteristic mineral in lamproites. Rocks related to kim-

berlites and lamproites, accompanying them in some fields, and also forming separate fields, are 

alkaline picrites, minettes, and ultramafic lamprophyres. 

The diamond grade in the primary sources is determined using small- or large-volume sam-

pling data. The following grades of diamond content (ct/t) were used: poor (less than 0.05), low 

(0.05-0.25), medium (0.25-1.0), and high (more than 1.0). At the initial stage, a preliminary evalua-

tion of the productivity of kimberlites, lamproites, and related rocks is carried out based on the in-

terpretation of the chemical compositions of minerals based on the results of X-ray microprobe 

analysis, which is performed using various diagnostic diagrams that allow determining the belonging 

of indicator mine-rals to a certain paragenesis: pyropes [25, 26], picroilmenites [27-29], chrome 

spinels [25, 30, 31], and clinopyroxenes [27, 32, 33]. An important criterion for the diamond poten-

tial of kimberlites and related rocks is the P-T conditions of formation of their mantle melts, which 

can be reconstructed with the use of the evaluation of physical and chemical parameters (tempera-

ture, pressure, and oxidation-reduction degree) of crystallization of individual high-pressure minerals 

[34-36], peridotite [37, 38] and eclogite [39, 40] associations. 

Primary sources of diamonds often reflect in sedimentary strata in dispersion haloes of indicator 

minerals of kimberlites, lamproites, and related rocks (KIMs). Pyrope, picroilmenite, chromium diop-

side, chromium spinel, and diamond are of the most significant practical interest in predictive and 

prospecting work. The dispersion haloes are characterized by higher KIMs contents relative to the 

background ones. The entire set of kimberlite minerals in terrigenous diamond-bearing rocks forms 

blankets or dispersion trains. According to the relationship with the sources, haloes of short (up to  

5-10 km), moderate (up to 30-40 km), and long (tens and hundreds of kilometers) travel distance are 
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distinguished. The closer to the primary source, the more slightly abraded KIMs are contained in 

the dispersion haloes. The degrees of abrasion (I-V) by A.D.Kharkiv [41] are used. The KIMs of the 

I degree (very good preservation) are unabraded grains. Very extensively abraded minerals belong 

to the V grade. 

Geophysical features of diamond deposits are identified by magnetic, electromagnetic, and 

gravity survey and other methods. The indicative characteristics of prospecting objects are deter-

mined not so much by their petrophysical parameters as by their contrast concerning the host rocks. 

The physical properties of kimberlites and lamproites vary over a wide range but are still within a 

certain range of values, which allows several geophysical methods to be used in diamond prospecting 

in almost all regions of Russia and of the World. First of all, these are the increased magnetic proper-

ties of rocks. Another parameter is the reduced electrical resistance characteristic of most bodies. 

The average density values of kimberlites and lamproites are also, as a rule, reduced. 

A set of the above techniques was used to characterize diamond deposit models, which were 

developed based on objects studied by the authors within different types of prospecting environ-

ments of the northern EEP. Speaking of deposit models, we are referring first of all to pipe-shaped 

bodies, which are their main morphological type. At the same time, it is quite probable that dia-

mond-bearing dikes, veins, and stockworks will be found. 

Results and discussion. In the northern part of the East European diamond province, primary 

diamond deposits can be identified within the territories of the Karelian (Baltic Shield), Arkhan-

gelsk, and Onega (Russian Plate) types of prospecting environments. They are predicted within 

structures characterized by favorable structural, tectonic, mineralogical, facies dynamic factors, and 

features of the deep structure [7, 42, 43]. 

On the territory with the Karelian type of prospecting environment, diamond-bearing magmatic 

rocks of a wide age range, from Archean to Phanerozoic, can be found. Among the primary sources 

of diamonds, which may be potential deposits, in the territory of the Baltic Shield two main types 

(varieties) of bodies have been established – Kimozersky and Finnish. They differ in age, composi-

tion, level of erosion, and other features. Within the Russian Plate, the Arkhangelsk-type buried 

pipes stand out in covered areas. 

We compare the Kimozero-type pipes (the first variety) with the Kimozero body (see Table). 

Among these pipes, deposits with low- or medium diamond grade can be identified. Bodies of this 

type can be represented by normal diatremes or narrow feeder channels and wide maar-shaped caps. 

Diamond-bearing kimberlites are distinguished by a peculiar composition of KIMs, among which 

chrome spinel and manganese ilmenite dominate, pyrope, and chrome diopside are present in small 

amounts. The body of Kimozero studied by the authors [7] is represented by a saucer-shaped deposit 

of very significant size (2.0 × 0.8 km) and narrow feeder channels, which brings the Kimozero com-

plex closer to bodies of similar structure [44, 45], which are conditionally identified as the Saskatche-

wan morphotype of kimberlites [46]. 

By analogy with them and based on some general petrographic features (the presence of pyro-

clastics and amoebic autoliths, rare fragments of the host strata, local phenomena of redeposition of 

deposited material), the Kimozero kimberlites are considered as products of subaerial volcanic 

emissions, which were ejected from the vents of a paleovolcano in several eruptive phases. After 

consolidation, the kimberlites underwent burial and alteration, including metamorphism. By analo-

gy with other kimberlite bodies and taking into account that the studied complex is made up of for-

mations that are commonly considered crater deposits, one can assume an extremely insignificant 

erosion of the body, measured only in tens of meters [19]. The particularity of the Karelian-Kola 

diamond subprovince lies partly in the fact that here, within the limits of proto-riftogenic troughs, 

very old-age low eroded kimberlite bodies are likely to be found. KIMs dispersion haloes are con-

tained in the Quaternary basal moraine deposits and can be traced for a distance of a few kilometers 

from the source [8]. The transport of kimberlite minerals is possible under fluvial conditions and 

over moderate distances (a few tens of kilometers). In ancient potential diamond-bearing rocks, the 

highest probability of KIMs detecting is associated with paleo-delta deposits. 
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Prospecting models for primary diamond deposits in the north of the East European platform 

Criteria 
Prospecting models 

Kimozero Finnish Arkhangelsk 

G
eo

lo
g

ic
al

 

Morphology of bodies 

and sizes* 

Pipes (small, medium, large, 

unique) 

Pipes (small, medium), veins, 

dikes, stockworks 

Pipes (small, medium, large, 

unique), sills 

Age PR1 PR-PZ PZ2 

Depth of erosion** Low and moderate Moderate (?) Low (crater facies preserved) 

Overlying sediments 

thickness (age) 

More often 0-20 m (Q), less 

often 20-60 m (Q), can reach  

200 m (Q) 

More often 0-20 m (Q), less 

often 20-60 m (Q), can reach 

200 m (Q) 

Up to 200 m (C, Q) 

Composition of rocks 

in the upper part of the 

KHB (age) 

Rocks of the crystalline 

basement (AR-PR1) 

Rocks of the crystalline 

basement (AR-PR1) 

Sandstones, siltstones, mudstones 

(PR2), terrigenous and carbonate 

rocks (PZ1) 

Predictive prospecting 

pipe type 

Slightly eroded bodies with  

a local KIMs train 

Moderately eroded bodies 

with an areal KIM train; high-

ly eroded bodied with a re-

gional KIMs train 

Slightly eroded bodies with  

a local KIMs train 

Type of prospecting  

environment 

Karelian Karelian, Onega Arkhangelsk, Onega 

S
tr

u
ct

u
ra

l 

Local structures Zones of folded and discon-

tinuous dislocations; deep 

faults 

Negative structures expressed 

in relief (often under lakes); 

deep-seated faults 

Cauldron depressions of the near-

pipe space; complications of the 

structure of the base of the for-

mations in the upper part of the 

KHB; ore-controlling faults (coin-

ciding with the long axes of the 

pipes) 

M
in

er
al

o
g

ic
al

 a
n

d
 p

et
ro

g
ra

p
h

ic
 Rock types Kimberlites, lamproites Kimberlites, lamproites Kimberlites (magnesian 

 and ferro-magnesian) 

Mineral associations of 

KIMs 

Pyrope-chrome spinel  Pyrope-chrome spinel,  

pyrope-picroilmenite 

Magnesian type: chromium diop-

side-pyrope-chrome spinel (up to 

10-15 g/t – crater facies, up to  

30 g/t – diatreme facies); ferro-

magnesian type: pyrope- 

picroilmenite (800-3000 g/t – crater  

facies, 10000 g/t – diatreme facies) 

Diamond grades (estab-

lished and expected) 

Low, Medium Low, Medium Low, Medium, High 

R
es

p
o

n
se

 i
n
 K

IM
s 

d
is

p
er

si
o
n

 h
al

o
es

 

Genetic types of haloes 

(age) 

Moraine, fluvioglacial, allu-

vial, deluvial, eluvial (Q); in 

the Proterozoic depressions 

are assumed to be deltaic 

(PR1) 

Moraine, fluvioglacial, alluvi-

al, deluvial, eluvial (Q);  

alluvial, eluvial-deluvial, 

shoreface (C1-2); lacustrine 

crater basins (D3-C1) 

Moraine, fluvioglacial, alluvial, 

deluvial, eluvial (Q); alluvial, delu-

vial, shoreface (C1-2); lacustrine 

crater depressions (D3-C1) 

The total distance of 

KIMs travel from pri-

mary sources 

Short, moderate Short, moderate, and long  Short, moderate 

The content of KIMs of 

I-II degrees of abrasion 

in haloes of short travel 

distance (grains per 

sample) 

Hundreds Tens, hundreds, rarely thou-

sands 

From pipes of magnesian kimber-

lites: the first grains per sample, 

less often tens; from pipes of fer-

romagnesian kimberlites:  

tens-hundreds 

The size of the minera-

logical anomaly ac-

cording to distribution 

of KIMs of I-II degrees 

of abrasion:  

1 – basin deposits;  

2 – continental deposits 

1 – not established; 

2-6-10 km2 – in Quaternary 

main moraines 

1 – within the pipe area and 

the nearest area; 

2 – up to 2-3 km2 – in the 

Quaternary basal moraines 

1 – within the pipe area and the 

nearest area;  

2 – from 1-2 to 12-16 km2 – in the 

Paleozoic deposits and in the basal 

horizons of the Quaternary deposits; 

anomaly may not be presented 
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    End of Table 

Criteria 
Prospecting models 

Kimozero Finnish Arkhangelsk 

R
es

p
o

n
se

 i
n
 g

eo
p

h
y

si
ca

l 
fi

el
d

s 

Magnetic survey Positive anomalies from tens 
to 3000 nT, depending on the 
type of kimberlite 

Positive anomalies from tens 
to hundreds of nT. Anomalies 
of the similar intensity of non-
kimberlite nature are wide-
spread 

Positive anomalies from units to 
tens of nT. In the ground survey, 
anomalies from kimberlites of the 
magnesian type are often broken up 
into small positive or negative ex-
tremes. The kimberlites of the fer-
romagnesian type are more homo-
geneous in structure and composi-
tion, and the anomalies in ground 
surveys, as a rule, are not disinte-
grated 

 Gravity survey 

 

Not detected Negative anomalies of varying 
intensity 

Not manifested 

Electromagnetic survey 

 

Apparent resistivity anomalies 
from a few to 1000 ohm-m 
(depending on the type of 
kimberlite) against the back-
ground of host rocks with  
a resistivity of up to tens of 
thousands of ohm-m 

Apparent resistivity anomalies 
from units to tens of ohm-m 
against the background of 
host rocks with resistivity up 
to thousands of ohm-m  

Anomalies of apparent resistivity 
of 10-150 ohm-m against the back-
ground of host rocks with a resis-
tivity of up to 500 ohm-m 

 
* Pipe sizes: small – less than 10 000 m2, medium – 10 000-100 000 m2, large – 100 000-250 000 m2, unique – more than  

250 000 m2 (according to V.M.Podchasov [47]). ** Depth of erosion: low – up to 200-250 m, moderate – up to 1000 m, high – 

more than 1000 m. 

 
Narrow diatreme channels of the Kimozero occurrence with a surface diameter of about  

30-40 m (Fig.2) break through both host dolerites and sheet-like kimberlite body. The channels are 

exposed on the surface in the form of isometric outcrops [7]. The section of rocks that make up the 

sheet-like deposit has a complex three-layer structure [6]. The upper horizon (15-20 m) is formed 

by carbonaceous kimberlite, and the middle (up to 10 m) magnetite-serpentine-tremolite (“mag-

netite”) kimberlites of variable thickness, characterized by high magnetite content. The lower part 

of the section of the sheet-like deposit (10-20 m) is composed of normal phlogopite-carbonate-

serpentine kimberlite without obvious distinguishing features. All major types of these rocks are 

reflected in magnetic and electric fields. Moreover, each of them corresponds to well-defined chara-

cteristics of the named fields, its own “geophysical image” [48]. The “magnetite” horizon is deter-

mined by an anomalously high magnetic field. The maximum anomaly amplitude of more than 

3000 nT is observed in the right part of the shown profile, where it has the highest thickness and 

horizontal dimensions. This horizon is not consistent in area, and, accordingly, not the entire body 

is characterized by such a contrasting anomaly, but only its fragments. Apparently, it is this largest 

outcrop of the “magnetite” horizon in the northeastern part of the body that is recorded by airborne 

magnetic surveys with an anomaly with an intensity of about 340 nT. In terms of electrical re-

sistance, the “magnetite” horizon is characterized by relatively high absolute values of ρk (about 

1000 ohm-m), but against the background of host dolerites with a resistance of tens of thousands or 

more ohm-m, such objects can be considered conductors. 

The “carbonaceous” horizon (pt 50-200, Fig.2) is characterized by an anomalously low electri-

cal resistance of less than 10 ohm-m against the background of high-resistivity dolerites with  

a resistance of tens of thousands ohm-m. In the magnetic field, the “carbonaceous” horizon is rela-

tively weak. However, when examined in detail, it still differs from dolerites by higher values and 

smoothed frequency response of the magnetic field: the dolerite – kimberlite boundary is detected in 

the pt 50 site. These details of the magnetic field were recorded using a nearly continuous survey 

with a measurement cycle of 1 sec, which, on average, corresponds to a survey step of about 1 m. 
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“Normal” kimberlite is characterized by a jagged magnetic field with sharp changes in values 

reaching up to ±500 nT. The electrical resistance, according to electrical prospecting data, is about 

2000 ohm-m. Both characteristics make it possible to confidently distinguish this type of kimberlite 

against the background of host rocks. The feeder channels (pt 770 and pt 400, Fig.2) are distin-

guished by magnetic field anomalies with amplitudes of 1000 and 500 nT, respectively. One larger 

channel is also identified according to electrical resistivity survey data. The smaller one is located in 

the marginal region of low ρk values, but no local anomaly is observed, possibly due to its small 

size and/or the influence of the “normal” kimberlite that cuts through this channel. A detailed gravi-

ty survey within the Kimozero area was not carried out, but the morphology and small thickness of 

sheet-like bodies of kimberlites, as well as the small size of the feeder channels, do not allow the 

detection of local anomalies in the gravity field. 

Pipes of the Finnish type (the second variety) can be found within the Baltic Shield and in the 

area of its junction with the Russian Plate. They are usually represented by small diatremes (up to a 

few hectares in size), such as bodies within the Kaavi-Kuopio, Kuusamo South, and Kuusamo 

North fields. They are composed of diamond-bearing kimberlites of group I of the KIM polymineral 

composition with a predominance of pyropes and picroilmenites, less often micaceous kimberlites 

of Group II of pyrope-chrome spinel composition or olivine lamproites. The pipes are cha-

racterized by the absence of crater facies and a more significant erosion compared to the bodies of 

the Kimozero type. 

Finnish-type bodies are characterized by KIMs dispersion haloes of different shapes and sizes in 

overlying Quaternary sediments. In formations of the basal moraine up to 15-20 m thickness, they are 

traced as unabraded or slightly abraded (I-II degrees) grains of kimberlite minerals at a distance of 

about 1.5-2.0 km from the primary source [49]. Shear moraines can bring KIMs to the surface. Ac-

cording to M.Tyni [50], some kimberlite pipes may not have a dispersion halo of short travel at all.  

Fig.2. Prospecting model of the Kimozero type: geological and geophysical section through the Kimozero 

 kimberlite body according to ground geophysical data 

1 – gabbrodolerites; 2 – carbonaceous kimberlites; 3 – magnetite-serpentine-tremolite (“magnetite”) kimberlites; 

 4– phlogopite-carbonate-serpentine kimberlites; 5 – diatreme channels: phlogopite-serpentine porphyritic mica  

kimberlites and kimberlite breccias; 6 – boreholes 

Pole-dipole geoelectrical 
survey 

Magnetic survey  

k, ohm-m  T, nT 

 m 
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When KIMs are transported by glacial or river waters, dispersion trains up to 30 km long or 

more are formed. The contrast and extent of the halo depend primarily on the conditions of for-

mation of the deposits overlying the object of interest and on the content of kimberlite minerals in 

the source rocks. 

Known kimberlite and lamproite bodies of the Finnish type are usually characterized by posi-

tive anomalies in the magnetic field. The intensity of the anomalies varies in a wide range: from 

units to hundreds of nT. However, more intense anomalies than from kimberlites may be associated 

with rocks of greenstone belts and sills of gabbro. Thus, within the Kaavi-Kuopio kimberlite field, 

as well as in the Kuusamo South field, there are many anomalies comparable in amplitude or more 

intense than those from kimberlite pipes. In addition, the magnetic susceptibility of host rocks, rep-

resented mainly by granite gneisses or quartzites, can reach hundreds of 10–5 SI (data from the Geo-

logical Survey of Finland), which overlaps the range of changes in the magnetic susceptibility of 

diamondife-rous rocks. Despite these complicating factors, virtually all Finnish-type pipes have 

been found using magnetic surveys. 

For example, in the Kuusamo South kimberlite field, when verifying magnetic anomalies, 

two kimberlite pipes (Kattaisenvaara and Kalettomanpuro) were discovered (Fig.3). The first, 

according to the airborne magnetic survey, is distinguished by an anomaly with a width of 180 m 

Fig.3. Finnish-type prospecting model: geological sections and magnetic field from ground survey 

 data of the Kattaisenvaara (a) and Kalettomanpuro (b) pipes of the Kuusamo South field and geoelectric section of pipe N 21  

of the Kaavi-Kuopio field (c) ([7, 11, 51], with supplements and data from Sunrise Diamonds [52]) 

1, 2 – rocks composing the kimberlite pipe: 1 – hypabyssal kimberlite, 2 – kimberlite breccia; 3 – kimberlites:  

a – Group I, b – Group II; 4 – Quaternary glacial deposits; 5 – Archean gneisses; 6 – boreholes 
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and an intensity of 600 nT (Fig.3, a). The Kalettomanpuro pipe consists of two bodies represented 

by kimberlites of Groups I and II (Fig.3, b). Rocks of the Group II are only slightly more magnetic 

than the host rocks and do not stand out as a separate magnetic body. According to Arctic Star 

(Canada), the olivine lamproites of the Kuusamo North field have magnetic, electromagnetic, and 

gravitational anomalous responses. 

In the Kuusamo North field, in 2005, European Diamonds Plc discovered olivine lamproites 

forming Black Wolf and White Wolf pipes within the area of magnetic basement rocks. It is intere-

sting to note that the later discovered Grey Wolf pipe, based on the data of Arctic Star, is not de-

tected in the magnetic field, but, compared to the other pipes, it is much more contrasting in the 

gravity field. 

Studies by specialists from the Geological Survey of Finland have shown that the electrical re-

sistivity of Archean rocks ranges from a few thousands to more than 30,000 ohm-m, with values in 

the first tens of thousands being the most common. At the same time, the resistivity of kimberlites, 

according to the [53], can vary from 5 to 700 ohm-m, where the maximum values are rare and typi-

cal for deep horizons. With all possible fluctuations in the electrical resistance of kimberlites, 

lamproites, and host rocks, there are multiple differences between Finnish-type pipes.  

According to Yu.V.Korotkov (2011), who carried out work using the transient process method 

on several kimberlite pipes of the Kaavi-Kuopio field, they belong to the category of well-

conductive relative to the host rocks (Fig.3, c). The results of these works are published in the report 

of the joint venture between Sunrise Diamonds and Nordic Diamonds [52]. Kimberlites are marked 

by a contrast anomaly, within which the electrical resistance is tens of times lower than that of the 

host rocks. At the same time, elements of the morphology of the kimberlite body are well detected  

both in plan view and in section. 

Pipes of the Arkhangelsk type (the third variety) are predicted in the covered territories of the 

Russian Plate. In such areas, slightly eroded kimberlite bodies, accompanied by a local KIMs train 

in terrigenous diamond-bearing rocks can be discovered. In such environments, the formation of 

diamond placers considerably transported from primary sources is impossible, and the bodies them-

selves are distinguished very weakly both in the geophysical fields and in low-contrast concentrate 

haloes. The identification of kimberlite bodies and related rocks in such areas is very difficult and 

requires the use of a broad set of geological, geophysical, geochemical, and other methods. Typical 

examples of pipes of the Arkhangelsk type are the diamond mines named after. M.V.Lomonosov 

and V.P.Grib. Generalizing studies have established that economic diamond-bearing bodies are 

characterized by some features (see Table). Most often they are represented by buried pipes, con-

sisting of a well-preserved diatreme and a crater part (Fig.4). The local structural control of the bodies 

is determined by the confinement to ore-bearing faults, coinciding with the long axes of the bodies, 

subsi-dence troughs, and the complexity of the structure of the suites base in the upper part of the 

KHB. The presence or absence of a well-defined crater in many pipes is explained not only by the 

peculiarities of their original structure but also by the depth of the erosion. It could be higher for 

bodies formed at the initial stage of the Middle Paleozoic tectonic and magmatic activity [54]. It is 

is well correlated with the presence of a blanket of kimberlite minerals, represented by grains of IV 

and V degrees of abrasion, most likely coming from primary sources at an early stage of intrusion. 

The Arkhangelsk type of pipes is represented by ferromagnesian (mine named after 

V.P.Grib) and magnesian (mine named after M.V.Lomonosov) kimberlites. The KIMs contents in 

them differ by a factor of tens or hundreds. The diamond-bearing ore bodies of the ferromagne-

sian type are characterized by more contrasting continental dispersion haloes of short travel dis-

tance with higher contents of KIMs of I and II degrees of abrasion (Fig.4). Magnesian kimberlites 

are very weakly reflected in haloes, and even single unabraded and slightly abraded grains of 

high-pressure minerals may indicate the proximity of the source. Buried mineralogical anoma-

lies from pipes of the Arkhangelsk type can be traced in the continental Carboniferous paleoen-
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vironments at a distance of no more than 2 km from the source in the direction of transporta-

tion. The area of the mineralogical anomaly represented by the dispersion halo of KIMs of I and 

II degrees of abrasion varies from 1-2 to 16 km2. Primary sources can also appear in ancient 

shoreface haloes, but only if they are located near the pipe.  

 

Fig.4. Section of a pipe of the Arkhangelsk type on the example of the Grib mine (a) and the structure of short travel distance 

haloes of KIMs (I-II degrees of abrasion) in continental Carboniferous deposits from kimberlite bodies of ferromagnesian (b) 

and magnesian varieties (c) ([7, 55], with supplements ) 

1-3 – sediments covering the kimberlite pipe: 1 – Quaternary, 2 – Olmugsko-Okunevskaya suite, 3 – Urzugskaya and Voerechenskaya combined 

suites; 4-6 – rocks of the crater part: 4 – sandstones and tuff sandstones, 5 – tuff sandstones, tuffites and tuffs,  

6 – tuffs, tuffites; 7, 8 – diatreme rocks (sequence of intrusion): 7 – autolithic kimberlitic 
 breccia and porphyritic kimberlite (final), 8 – xeno-tuff breccia and tuff breccia (initial); 9 – zone of disintegrated sandstones;  

10-12 – host rocks of the Late Proterozoic kimberlite–containing basement, Upper Vendian formations: 10 – Padunskaya,  

11 – Mezenskaya, 12 – Ust-Pinezhskaya; 13 – places of concentrate sampling (from the borehole cores); 14 – kimberlite bodies;  
15 – diamond occurences in heavy concentrate samples; 16 – isohypses of the reconstructed Middle Carboniferous relief, m;  

17, 18 – directions of transportation of KIMs: 17 – in the Early Carboniferous and 18 – in the Middle Carboniferous time 
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Almost all known kimberlite bodies of the Arkhangelsk type were discovered during the verifi-

cation of magnetic anomalies. According to airborne magnetic survey data, they are reflected, as a 

rule, by positive anomalies of the magnetic field of the so-called pipe type. So, kimberlite pipes of 

the Lomonosov deposit are manifested in the local component of the field (Fig.5). The amplitude of 

the values of the magnetic induction of kimberlite bodies in most cases lies in the range from units 

to tens of nT. With ground magnetic surveys, many anomalies acquire a complex shape, split into 

several extrema, making it difficult to determine the epicenter of the anomaly. If, for example, on 

the Lomonosov pipe, according to ground survey data, although it is displaced relative to the center 

of the pipe, it is still in its contour, then on the Arkhangelsk pipe, the maximum is confined to the 

marginal part of the body and goes beyond it (Fig.5). Significantly, negative values of the local 

magnetic field are observed over individual blocks of the body. There may be bodies completely 

composed of similar kimberlites with the corresponding reflection in a magnetic field. Therefore, 

during pipes (and deposits) of the Arkhangelsk type prospecting, a ground magnetic survey does not 

always solve the problem of detailing the airborne magnetic anomaly. Such examples are not 

unique, and in such cases, according to the results of ground works, the contours of the body and, 

accordingly, the points of boreholes can hardly be determined. 

Moreover, as a result of sorting out airborne anomalies only by ground magnetic survey, 

some of them may be generally recognized as unpromising and not worthy of further study, or 

verification boreholes will be set in the wrong place. A similar situation took place on the Grib 

Lomonosovskaya pipe 

Arkhangelskaya pipe 

 Lomonosovskaya 

 Pomorskaya 

 Pionerskaya 

 Karpinskaya II 

 Karpinskaya I  

Arkhangelskaya 

km 
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Fig.5. The local magnetic field in the area of the Lomonosov deposit according to aeromagnetic survey data (a) 

 and magnetic field according to ground magnetic survey data on Arkhangelskaya and Lomonosovskaya kimberlite pipes (b) 
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pipe, where, according to ground magnetic survey data, in 1987, borehole N 906 was drilled 150 m 

from the pipe (Fig.6).  

Subsequently, the Grib mine was discovered only in 1996 as a result of comprehensive revision 

works, and a 441/1 borehole, which intersected kimberlite, was set according to electromagnetic 

survey data [56]. At the same time, an airborne magnetic survey conducted in 1984-1985 recorded  

a low-intensity but quite recognizable positive anomaly above the pipe (Fig.6). The amplitude of the 

airborne anomaly values varies depending on the data processing technique but does not exceed 

4 nT. In the magnetic field, according to ground magnetic survey data, two epicenters are distin-

guished. One of them with an amplitude of 15 nT coincides with the epicenter of the airborne mag-

netic anomaly and is located within the contour of the pipe. Another, with an amplitude of more 

than 30 nT, where the borehole No906 was drilled lies outside the body limits and does not appear 

according to airborne data. Let us assume that the second epicenter is caused by a near-surface ob-

ject and is not connected with the pipe. 

For a long time, magnetic survey remained virtually the only geophysical method for kimber-

lites prospecting in the Zimnyi Bereg diamond region. Statistics show [57] that in the early 1980s 

the efficiency of verifying magnetic anomalies on the Zimnyi Bereg territory was 20 %; in the 

1980s – 12.5 %, in the 1990s – already less than 1 %, and in the first decade of the XXI century – 

less than 0.5 %. This is mainly because relatively contrasting magnetic field anomalies have already 

been identified and verified, and at present, the intensity of possible prospective anomalies is ap-

proaching the level of geological noise. In this regard, to increase the efficiency of searches, electri-

cal prospecting is increasingly being introduced, in particular, the transient electromagnetic method 

(TEM). TEM works carried out on kimberlite pipes of the Zimnyi Bereg diamond region showed 

that kimberlites are characterized by contrasting conductivity anomalies. Examples are the   
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Fig.6. The magnetic field above the Grib kimberlite pipe according to airborne magnetic (a) and ground (b) surveys 
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geoelectric sections of the Pionerskaya (Fig.7, a) and Severnaya (Fig.7, b) pipes. Despite the small 

size of the Severnaya pipe (50×100 m), it is confidently distinguished by a conductivity anomaly  

according to the TEM data with a 50×50 m loop.  

Features of the Arkhangelsk-type pipes in the geophysical fields are in good agreement with 

the distribution of petrophysical properties in kimberlites, host, and overlying formations. The re-

sults of the study of these rock properties are reflected in numerous companies reports and summa-

rized in publications [59-61]. The analyzed results of these studies showed that Quaternary and 

Middle Carboniferous sediments overlying kimberlite pipes are characterized by a wide range of 

changes in physical properties. The average value of the magnetic susceptibility for them is  

20-40·10–5 SI. However, there are areas with a general increased background of up to 100·10–5 SI, 

and in some interlayers, the values reach hundreds and even thousands of units SI 10–5. Kimberlite-

hosting Vendian deposits are generally weakly magnetic: the magnetic susceptibility averages 

25·10–5 SI. 

Analysis and generalization of the available information on geophysical studies of boreholes 

 and petrophysical features of kimberlites of magnesian and ferromagnesian types make it possible 

to reveal some of their differences. The rocks of the crater part of magnesian-type kimberlite pipes 

(for example, the Lomonosov deposit) are represented by tuffaceous sedimentary formations. Their 

magnetic susceptibility is, as a rule, higher than that of host rocks, and reaches 100 and more 10–5 

SI units in some layers. The diatreme parts of the pipes are represented by tuff breccias and xeno-

tuff breccias, characterized by increased magnetic susceptibility, averaging 80-100·10–5 units SI. 

Autolithic breccia is characterized by a lower value of χ = 40-60·10–5 SI. The magnetic susceptibi-

lity of kimberlites of both phases tends to increase with depth. The maximum magnetic susceptibi-

lity, reaching 2700·10–5 units SI is characterized by porphyritic kimberlites formed in supply chan-

nels. A good example of the reflection of the kimberlite properties in a magnetic field is the Lo-

monosovskaya pipe. Here, xeno-tuff breccias compose the southeastern, and autolithic breccias 
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Fig.7. Geoelectric sections according to TEM data for the Lomonosovskaya (a), Severnaya (b) pipes ([7, 58], with supplements) 
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compose the northern and western parts of the pipe [62]. Therefore, according to ground magnetic 

survey data, the southeastern part of the pipe is characterized by higher magnetic signatures and the 

northwestern part by lower ones (see Fig.6). During the airborne magnetic survey, individual ex-

trema that appear during ground surveys are integrated, and the influence of near-surface magnetic 

objects decreases, while deep-seated ones, on the contrary, increase. These factors, taking into ac-

count the increase in the magnetic susceptibility of kimberlites with depth, explain the more unam-

biguous reflection of pipes in the airborne magnetic survey data than in the ground one. 

Pipes composed of ferromagnesian kimberlites differ in petrophysical parameters from magne-

sian ones. For example, according to the magnetization in the section of the Grib pipe crater, two 

rock strata are distinguished. The upper stratum up to 70 m thick is characterized by the predomi-

nance of rocks with a magnetization of 85-90·10–5SI, and only for separate layers of tuffs and tuf-

fites its values reach 100-120–5 SI. The rocks of the lower strata are distinguished by increased mag-

netization up to 100-200·10–5 SI. The weathered autolithic kimberlite breccia in the contact zone with 

the rocks of the crater is characterized by a weak magnetization of 120-150·10–5 SI. Deeper in most 

boreholes, a block of kimberlites with magnetization values up to 1200·10–5 SI is distinguished.  Be-

low this block, its intensity decreases to 120-300·10–5 SI, and from a depth of 410-440 m (for individ-

ual boreholes) increases and reaches values of 2000-2500·10–5 SI, especially in the central part of  

the vent. The magnetic susceptibility of tuff and xeno-tuff breccias varies from 100 to 500·10–5 SI, 

the maximum values are characteristic of xeno-tuff breccias. The magnetization of tuff breccias is 

100-250·10–5 SI. 

According to the data of surface and airborne magnetic surveys, a positive magnetic anomaly 

stands out in the eastern part of the Grib pipe, composed of autolithic kimberlite breccia (see Fig.6). 

The western part of the pipe, represented by xeno-tuff breccias, does not appear in the magnetic 

field. This is probably due to both the lower magnetic susceptibility and the significant admixture of 

nonmagnetic material in the host rocks of the Vendian age. The content of xenoliths here reaches  

40-50 %, the composition is dominated by mudstones and siltstones. Thus, despite the presence of 

rocks with high magnetic susceptibility in the Grib pipe, the pipe is weakly recognized in a magne-

tic field. It can be explained by the small thickness and deep occurrence of such rocks. 

Most of the ferromagnesian kimberlite pipes of the Kepinskoye field (Stepnaya, Solokha, 840, 

etc.) are composed of xeno- and tuff breccias. In a magnetic field, they are confidently distinguished 

by positive anomalies with intensity from a few to 10-15 nT, according to airborne magnetic survey 

data, and up to 30 nT, according to surface one. According to the results of the ground magnetic 

survey, unlike the pipes of the Lomonosov deposit, anomalies do not split, which is explained by 

their simpler structure and the homogeneity of the kimberlites that compose them. 

The electrical characteristics of kimberlites of magnesian and ferromagnesian types are similar. 

Similar parameters also distinguish the host and overlying rocks. The electrical resistivity of kim-

berlites is 5-30 ohm-m, less often in individual blocks, usually deep, up to 100 ohm-m. Similar in-

dicators of the host rocks of the Padunskaya suite vary from 70-200 ohm-m, in the upper part of the 

section to 5-30 ohm-m, in its lower part. A sharp increase in electrical conductivity is noted at 

depths from 100 to 250 m and is due to the upper boundary of highly mineralized groundwater. 

Thus, the greatest contrast between kimberlites and host rocks takes place in the upper part of the 

host rock section.  

The average density of host rocks and kimberlites is almost the same (2.2-2.4 g/cm3). Lower 

values (2.0-2.2 g/cm3) distinguish overlying deposits. Therefore, it is not advisable to use a gravity 

survey to prospect for deposits of the Arkhangelsk type in these conditions. 

Conclusions. An analysis of the geological, structural, mineralogical, and petrographic criteria 

for a local prediction, as well as a study of the response of kimberlite and lamproite bodies in disper-

sion haloes and geophysical fields, made it possible to identify and characterize the main models of  
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primary diamond deposits in various prospecting environments in the north of the EEP. The most 

valuable mines are associated with the model of the Arkhangelsk type, developed on the examples 

of the known pipes of the Zimnyi Bereg region. At the same time, the study and generalization of 

data on the petrophysical features of kimberlites, host and overlying rocks, and low mineralogical 

signal, especially from some bodies of the magnesian series, makes it possible to assume the exis-

tence of kimberlite pipes within the covered territories of the Russian Plate with no geophysical and 

mineralogical anomalies.  It requires the development of new methods (structural, remote, geo-

chemical, etc.) for their discovery. Based on the study of primary diamond-bearing bodies, their 

main features are formulated. These signs should be guided during diamond prospecting within the 

Karelian-Kola subprovince. 
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